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Abstract. Online recruitment platforms have abundant user-generated
content in the form of job postings, candidate, and company profiles. This
content when ingested into Knowledge bases causes redundant, ambiguous, and noisy entities. These multiple (non-standardized) representation
of the entities deteriorates the performance of downstream tasks such
as job recommender systems, search systems, and question answering.
Therefore, making it imperative to canonicalize the entities to improve
the performance of such tasks. Recent research discusses either statistical similarity measures or deep learning methods like word-embedding or
siamese network-based representations for canonicalization. In this paper, we propose a Kernel-based Canonicalization Network (KCNet) that
outperforms all the known statistical and deep learning methods. We also
show that the use of side information such as industry type, url of websites, etc. further enhances the performance of the proposed method. Our
experiments on 351,600 entities (companies, institutes, skills, and designations) from a popular online recruitment platform demonstrate that
the proposed method improves the overall F1-score by 23% compared
to the previous baselines, which results in coherent clusters of unique
entities.
Keywords: Entity Canonicalization · Recruitment Domain · Entity Normalization
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Introduction

Recruitment platforms such as LinkedIn, Indeed.com ingest an enormous amount
of user-generated content in form of job postings, CVs, and company profiles.
?

Major part of this work was done while Ponnurangam Kumaraguru was a faculty at
IIIT-Delhi.
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This content includes diverse set of recruitment domain entities (company names,
institute names, skills, designations) that become part of Knowledge base. As the
content is user-generated, multiple variations (e.g., ‘economictimes.com’; ‘eco.
times’; ‘the economic times’; ‘economic times’; ‘ET’ ) of each entity name also
come up into the KBs. Employing these noisy, redundant, and ambiguous variations directly into downstream applications such as semantic search, question
answering, and recommender systems results in poor system performance. Therefore, canonicalization of the entities i.e., mapping various references of a unique
entity into a representative cluster, is imperative for recruitment platforms.
Canonicalizing named entities involves various challenges including spelling mistakes and variations (java developer & java deveoper ), overlapping but different
entities (Emerald Bikes pvt limited & Emerald Jewellery Retail Limited ), hierarchical variations (Oracle Financial Services Software & Oracle Corporation),
domain-specific concepts (SOAP & REST ), short forms (umbc & University of
Maryland, Baltimore), and semantically similar variations (Accel Frontline &
Inspirisys).
Previous approaches focus on statistical methods [5] for entity canonicalization.
However, these methods use handcrafted features that are unable to scale well for
advanced (semantic, domain-specific) variations of entities. Fatma et al. [4] employ a deep learning method that overcomes challenges of statistical methods by
eliminating the need for explicit feature engineering and using character-based
word-embeddings for unknown and emerging entities. Recent literature [9] shows
that deep learning methods are often very good at minimizing the training errors but fail to generalize. Literature [9] suggests the introduction of learnable
kernels in deep neural networks often improves generalizability.
Therefore, we study a kernel-based neural network designed for entity canonicalization in the recruitment domain. Our proposed method outperforms all the
known statistical and deep learning methods on canonicalization tasks. We further enhance the performance of the kernel-based network using side-information
which is underexplored in the literature. This literature suggests the use of external side information (morphological, IDF token overlap, PPDB [17]) which is
rudimentary [21] and has limited utility in domain-specific settings. We leverage more prosperous meta and semantic side information from external sources
(Wikipedia, Google KG) [22,10] to improve the entity canonicalization.
In this paper, we propose a novel multi-tier framework using a learnable kernel
network [7,9] which implicitly maps the data into high-dimensional feature space.
Our framework captures the non-linear mapping between contextual, meta, and
semantic representations through learning objective to output the pairwise similarity between recruitment domain entities. Furthermore, we generate the canonicalized clusters for each entity. We demonstrate and validate the efficacy of our
approach on proprietary as well as open source datasets including DBpedia and
ESCO [1,3] for generalizability of our solution. We summarize the main contributions of this paper as follows:
– We propose a Kernel-based Canonicalization Network (KCNet), which induces a non-linear mapping between the contextual vector representations
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while capturing fine-granular and high-dimensional relationships among vectors. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first approach towards exploring kernel features for canonicalizing Knowledge Base entities in the recruitment domain.
– KCNet efficiently models more prosperous semantic and meta side information from external knowledge sources to canonicalize domain-specific entities.
– We perform extensive experiments on real-world proprietary and publicly
available datasets in the recruitment domain to show the effectiveness of our
proposed approach as compared to baselines.
The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows: Section 2 contains related
works; Section 3 elaborates our proposed framework KCNet; Section 4 reports
the datasets. Section 5 describes the experimental setup, Section 6 has results
and discussion followed by conclusion in Section 7.

2

Related Works

This section briefly describes some of the related works on KB Canonicalization,
domain-specific methods, kernel methods, and clustering.
KB Canonicalization. Existing work [5] use manually defined feature spaces
to perform the canonicalization task. This approach encodes limited similarity
between different semantic representations. Hence, it results in degradation of
performance for real-time applications. Vashishth et al. [21] jointly handle noun
and relation phrases using knowledge graph embedding models [16] by optimizing its objective function along with using information from external sources
called ‘side information’. However, these state-of-the-art knowledge graph embedding methods [2] achieve below par performance for real-world recruitment
domain datasets due to noisy, sparseness [6], and context-sensitive information
present in triples. Additionally, the side information methods used in literature [21] is rudimentary and lack domain-specific information. Considering these
limitations, we leverage external knowledge sources such as Wikipedia Infobox
and Google search API which provides additional knowledge for noisy entities.
Domain-Specific methods. Despite the importance of named-entity canonicalization in the recruitment domain, only a few recent studies have explored the
problem with respect to unique domain challenges [12,13]. Yan et al. [24] propose
a company name normalization system that employs LinkedIn social graphs and
a binary classification approach. In this work, the authors use complete profile
information as the context. However, this information will be hard to get for new
and emerging entities. Lin et al. [11] uses side information and learns domain
knowledge from the source text based on the type of entities. Popular state-ofthe-art entity linking tools [14] are probabilistic and requires sufficient contextual
information to connect to candidate entity and perform well when standard surface forms are available. For example, recruitment domain-specific documents
may contain ‘Python’ or ‘Python Programming’ while, the former is linked to
a different type of entity with a high confidence score using these tools. Similarly, Fatma et al. [4] utilizes word and character-based representations based
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similarity model along with the attention mechanism to cluster similar entities.
However, these works fail to generalize and have limited understanding for more
complex and emerging entities.
Kernel-based architectures. Kernel methods have proven effective in exploring larger feature space implicitly in deep learning architectures [23]. Customized
kernel [8] based deep learning architectures enhance the performance of the
model and map data to an optimized high-level feature space where data may
have desirable features toward the application. Recent works utilize deep embedding kernel architectures for identity detection, transfer learning, classification
and other tasks [9]. We use kernel infused neural networks to capture the latent semantic relationships and non-linearity between different pair of entities
in KBs. These kernel methods are robust for collaboration with neural networks
and less expensive than training deep learning architectures.
Clustering methods. Research works have used various clustering techniques
for the canonicalization task. Among these methods, Hierarchical Agglomerative
Clustering (HAC) is the most extensively used in the literature [5,21].
Our research is uniquely placed at the intersection of the vast literature on
kernel-based neural network learning, and clustering approaches for the canonicalization of domain-specific KBs.

3

Kernel-based Canonicalization Network (KCNet)

In this section, we introduce the proposed KCNet approach. We elaborate on the
problem definition and each component of our network architecture in detail.
3.1

Problem Definition

Consider E be the set of entities extracted from job postings, CVs, and company
profiles. For each entity xi , we consider its side information si ∈ S ∀xi ∈ E
acquired from heterogeneous sources (elaborated in detail in section 4.2). Given
a pair of entities x1 and x2 and their corresponding side information s1 and
s2 where x1 , x2 ∈ E and s1 , s2 ∈ S, the main objective is to find a function
f (x1 , s1 , x2 , s2 ) → sim(x1 , x2 ). A pairwise similarity matrix (Msim ) is formed
by applying f over the set of all entity pairs and then a clustering algorithm is
used to form unique canonical clusters of similar entities.
3.2

Network Architecture

We propose a multi-tier novel architecture consisting of three modules: Entity
embedding generation, Side Information embedding generation, and Kernel network. We apply clustering technique after obtaining output on our proposed
architecture. Fig. 1 shows the overall architecture of our proposed approach
(KCNet).
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Fig. 1. Kernel-based Canonicalization Network for entities in recruitment domain. We
first extract entities and combine it with side information. The combination (concat)
is passed through the Kernel network. The output is a pairwise similarity matrix.

– Entity embedding generation. We obtain an m-dimensional (m=768)
vector for each entity pair (xi , xj ) producing (ei , ej ) in the space C ∈ Rm .
We use a pre-trained distilled version (fewer parameters, less space and time
complexity) of S-BERT [19] to generate initial contextual† 6 embeddings for
all entities.
– Side Information embedding generation. We represent (hi , hj ) as ndimensional vector (n=768) for the side information acquired for each entity
pair (xi , xj ) in the space H ∈ Rn . The formation of side information vector is
described in Section 4.2. These representations hi and hj are concatenated
with the corresponding entity representations ei and ej to obtain infused
vector representations wi and wj for the input pair (xi , xj ). Here, wi =
ei hi and wj = ej hj , Note that, is the concatenation function of two
vectors producing (wi ,wj ) in the space W ∈ Rm+n . The (m+n) -dimensional
vector representation is fed into the kernel network to learn the similarity
function, sim(xi ,xj ).
– Kernel Network. We introduce a kernel network to learn the similarity
function f to model complex relationships between the data representations
of input pairs in an optimized space. The input to this network is denoted
as Z, formed by the combined representation w in the equation (1).
Z = (wi ◦ wj )

|wi − wj |

(1)

Here, ◦ is a Hadamard (element-wise) product which exploits interactions
between two vectors at each dimension. We also determine the L1 distance
6

† specifies that an entity name such as ‘University of Maryland, Baltimore’ contains
the location specific context i.e. ‘Baltimore’. The representation of the entire entity
is termed as contextual embedding.
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for each dimension wi and wj and concatenate the interactions of both the
components as shown in equation (2).
n
o
Z=

wi1 ∗ wj1 , . . . , wim+n ∗ wjm+n , |wi1 − wj1 |, . . . , |wim+n − wjm+n |

(2)

where wik represents the k th dimension of wi . The dimensionality of Z is
2 ∗ (m + n). Kernel function takes in account both element-wise product (design of polynomial kernel) and differences (design of RBF kernel) over each
dimension of original entity. This configuration of inputs allows the network
to learn a non-linear relationship between the input pairs and symmetric
representations at a fine granular level over each input dimension. Therefore, the learned kernel can map a more robust similarity function over the
input space in comparison to traditional methods such as RBF and polynomial [8]. Similar observations for the customized kernel have been made in
[9]. The newly obtained vector Z captures the latent semantic relationships
between the two input entities. This vector is fed into a multi-layer feedforward neural network with sigmoid output, facilitating the learning of a
highly non-linear mapping f to predict similarity over entity pairs. The size
of hidden layers (number of neurons) in the kernel network is chosen using
a hyperparameter k. We
 define k = α ∗ d where d is the dimensionality of
Z and typically, α = 1, 2, 3 , say, f (xi , xj ) = f (xj , xi ) > 0. The kernel
network outputs the probability that input pair (xi , xj ) belong to the same
cluster. Therefore,
f (xi , xj ) = P (y i = y j |xi , xj )
(3)
– Clustering using pairwise similarity scores. We compute the pairwise
similarity matrix Msim for all the entity pairs (xi , xj ) using probability obtained from previous step and apply Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering
(HAC) to form a unique cluster of entities. HAC is popular technique used in
literature [5,21] for canonicalization tasks. Each entity is finally mapped to
a unique cluster. We choose the number of clusters k using the silhouette index [20]. We repeat the same process for all the datasets (skills, designations,
institutes, companies).

4

Datasets

In this section, we describe our datasets and side information collection process
in detail.
4.1

Dataset Description

Proprietary Datasets. We use real-world datasets from one of the largest
recruitment platforms in India. The dataset i.e., Recruitment Domain Entities
(RDE) consists of 25,602 company clusters (RDE (C)), 23,690 institute clusters
(RDE (I)), 607 skill clusters (RDE (S)), and 3,894 designation clusters (RDE
(D)). The ground truth clusters are manually annotated by domain experts
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with a kappa agreement of 0.83. Next, we generate the variation pairs- positive and negative samples. Each name variation of entity ex ∈ E is defined as

e1x , e2x , e3x , . . . enx , which belong to same annotated cluster. We remove NonASCII characters to form a set of all unique name variations of ex . For each
entity pair, (eix , ejy ), training data is prepared using the mapping function g,
such that, g(eix , ejy ) = 1, ∀(x, y) where i 6= j and x = y belongs to same annotated cluster (positive pairs). Similarly, g(eix , ejy ) = 0 where x 6= y belongs to
different clusters (negative pairs) using a random sampling approach [15].
Open Datasets. We test the effectiveness of our framework (KCNet) using
open-source datasets i.e., DBpedia(C) and ESCO. DBpedia(C) [4] dataset is prepared by querying DBpedia for company names to extract dbo:Company which
contains 2,944 entity clusters and 22,829 variation pairs. ESCO [3] i.e., ESCO(S)
and ESCO(D) are open-source recruitment domain datasets for ESCO-skills and
ESCO-designations. ESCO(S) has 35,554 variation pairs and 2,644 clusters of
ESCO-skills. ESCO(D) has 62,969 variation pairs and 2,903 clusters. Authors [4]
prepared and released these datasets for research community.

4.2

Side information Collection

We leverage two sources for side information extraction, Wikipedia infoboxes and
Google KG.
Wikipedia infobox. We query Wikipedia using its advanced search options 7
and extracted knowledge from Wikipedia infoboxes for different datasets such as
{‘title wikis’, ‘websites’, ‘types’} for RDE(S); {‘Names’, ‘websites’, ‘title wikis’ }
for RDE(D); {‘Names’, ‘websites’, ‘affiliation’ } for RDE(I); {‘Names’, ‘websites’, ‘title wikis’,‘types’} for ESCO(S); {‘Names’, ‘websites’, ‘title wikis’ } for
ESCO(D); {‘types’, ‘industries’, ‘websites’, ‘native names’, ‘title wikis’ } for DBpedia(C).
Google KG. For some entities with short forms, noisy variations, etc. we are
unable to fetch knowledge using Wikipedia search; therefore, we leverage Google
KG Search API 8 to extract rich semantic textual descriptions of entities to supplement the model with semantic knowledge. Other attributes such as {location,
type, established } are extracted that form a part of meta knowledge. Finally,
we combine the side information extracted from Google KG and Wikipedia infoboxes. For example, an entity ‘vb script’ and its combined side information is
defined as ‘descriptions’ :‘VBScript is an Active Scripting language . . . advanced
programming constructs’; ‘title wikis’ :‘VBScript’;‘websites’ docs.microsoft.com/
en-us/previous-versions/t0aew7h6}. We create side information embeddings si , a
concatenated sequence of side information vector representations {s1i , s2i , . . . spi },
where p is the number of attributes obtained from external sources. We generate the side information embeddings using a pre-trained distilled version of
S-BERT [19] model. We follow the same process across all the entity types.
7
8

https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/MediaWiki
https://serpapi.com/
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Experimental Setup

In this section, we describe our baselines, model configurations, and evaluation
metrics.
Baselines. We compare our approach against the following methods:
Galarraga-IDF. Authors [5] uses AMIE algorithm and handcrafted features to
find the similarity between entity ex and entity ey . We utilize the weighted word
overlap approach as a baseline method.
Entity embeddings (Distilled S-BERT(*)) +cosine. We generate our entity embeddings (see Section 3.2) to obtain the vector representation for the entity pair
(xi , xj ). Instead of using the next module, i.e. Kernel Network, we apply cosine
similarity measure to get a pairwise similarity matrix.
Entity and Side information embeddings (Distilled S-BERT(**)) +cosine. We
obtain entity embedding of (xi , xj ) and side information embedding of (si , sj ) to
get (wi , wj ) (see Section 3.2). The pairwise similarity matrix is generated using
cosine similarity.
Char-BiLSTM+A. Fatma et al. [4] describe the architecture which utilize a
siamese network that takes characters as input and passes it through the pair of
BiLSTM layers enhanced by the attention layer.
Word-BiLSTM+A. This baseline modifies the previous method (Char-BiLSTM+
A) [4] by replacing character-based representations with word-based representations followed by attention layer.
Char-BiLSTM+A+Word+A. Authors [4] combine Char-BiLSTM+A and WordBiLSTM+A architectures combining word and character representations followed by attention mechanism.
Model Configurations. We learn pairwise similarity models using the proposed architecture for different datasets (companies, institutes, designations,
skills). The training and testing dataset split is taken as (80, 20). The optimal
value of hyperparameters (size of hidden layer, α) for companies, designations,
and skills is (1536, 2 ) whereas for institutes, (768, 2 ). Batch-size is 512 and
the number of fully connected layers are 3. Rectified linear units (ReLU ) is used
as activation function and dropout rate is 0.3. Binary cross-entropy loss and
Adam as an optimizer is used to train the kernel network and learn the pairwise
similarity matrix (Msim ).
Evaluation metrics. For pairwise similarity results (Table 1), we use Precision
(P), Recall (R) and F1-score (F) [18]. We evaluate clusters (see Table 2) using
Micro Precision, Macro Precision, Micro Recall, and Macro Recall used in the
literature [21].

6

Results and Discussion

Pairwise Similarity. Table 1 summarizes the test results of the pairwise similarity of KCNet along with other baseline approaches. We observe that Galarraga
IDF (a weighted word overlap similarity measure) and the entity embeddings
generated using Distilled S-BERT(*)+cosine results in low pairwise similarity
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Table 1. Test Results of pairwise similarity using our proposed model in comparison with different baselines. Here S, D, I, C refers to Skills, Designations, Institutes,
and Companies datasets respectively. Results of † are taken from [4]. P and F refers
to Precision and F1-scores. Distilled S-BERT (*, **) refers to (entity, entity
side
information) embedding using distilled S-BERT model.
Performance
Model

S

P
33.2
Galarraga-IDF†
Distilled S-BERT(*)+cosine 47.8
Distilled S-BERT(**)+ cosine 47.5
81.8
CharBiLSTM+A†
80.1
WordBiLSTM+A†
CharBiLSTM+A+Word+A† 82.7
KCNet (without sideinfo) 96.7
KCNet (with sideinfo)
99.5

F
12.5
47.5
48.8
86.9
86.5
88.5
90.6
99.4

Proprietary
D
I
P
F
P
F
63.0 60.3 64.3 66.5
49.7 48.8 49.7 49.1
49.8 49.9 34.6 41.5
72.6 77.2 84.5 84.8
90.5 94.8 80.6 83.3
94.4 96.3 86.7 86.7
99.6 90.9 92.4 89.3
99.7 99.6 99.5 99.5

C
P
75.8
49.2
56.2
99.3
95.3
99.5
99.4
99.5

F
71.2
49.1
48.4
98.9
95.6
99.2
98.8
99.3

ESCO(S)
P
F
50.8 32.8
49.3 44.4
49.5 50.0
85.9 86.9
85.6 89.6
87.3 90.7
99.0 95.1
99.2 98.3

Open
ESCO(D)
P
F
61.7 38.9
49.3 39.0
49.4 49.7
76.3 75.1
83.1 83.7
84.2 85.4
98.8 86.9
98.8 89.4

DBpedia(C)
P
F
22.6
23.6
49.6
45.3
50.0
49.8
72.1
59.7
77.6
70.7
78.0
71.3
99.0 92.5
99.1 97.0

for non-overlapping variations and different surface forms of entities. For eg.
(‘mdx’,‘MultiDimensional eXpressions’ ) has similarity of 0.73 using Distilled SBERT(*)+cosine. KCNet gives the similarity of 0.84 as it learns the structure
and non-linear mapping in latent space, even in the absence of side information.
With side information, KCNet learns the latent semantic relationships between
these two entities and returns a high similarity score of 0.99. Another example is overlapping variations (uplholstery fillings, upholstery paddings); Distilled
S-BERT(*)+cosine returns a pairwise similarity score of 0.86 for these same
entities, whereas KCNet learns a better representation and gives a pairwise similarity score of 0.99. KCNet generalizes well across all entity types, it gives higher
P and F even for all open datasets where it outperforms with 21% F1-score as
compared to best baseline.
Clustering results. Test results after applying the clustering approach is reported in Table 2. Overall, KCNet significantly outperforms the best baseline [4]
by an improved micro F1-score by 23% and macro F1-score by 25%. A one-way
repeated measures ANOVA test was conducted to determine significance for all
evaluation metrics (p < 0.00003).
Side information for KCNet. We evaluate the performances of different versions of KCNet (with and without side info). From Table 1, we observe that P
and F performance benefits from increased performance in the presence of side
information. Char-BiLSTM+A+Word+A captures limited patterns and unable
to model similar semantic variations (mycology, fungi studies) for which KCNet gives a pairwise similarity score of 0.98. This shows that KCNet is able
to model these variations well when supplemented with side-information. Even
though side information might be unavailable for a some entities, the proposed
framework results in overall better entity canonicalization.
Error analysis: Although KCNet gives promising results across all datasets,
it wrongly clusters some entities; for example, some skills such as bees wax and
natural wax signify same concept but occur in the different cluster. One possible reason could be that the representation of words bees and natural are far
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Table 2. Test Results over HAC using pairwise similarity. Here, β: baseline (CharBiLSTM+A+Word+A) and γ: proposed model (KCNet) with sideinfo.

Dataset
S
D
I
C
ESCO(S)
ESCO(D)
DBpedia(C)

Model
β
γ
β
γ
β
γ
β
γ
β
γ
β
γ
β
γ

Metrics
Micro
Macro
P
R
F
P
R
F
0.71 0.64 0.67 0.94 0.31 0.47
0.99 0.97 0.98 0.96 0.97 0.96
0.95 0.53 0.67 0.83 0.15 0.24
0.86 0.78 0.82 0.85 0.54 0.66
0.84 0.75 0.79 0.96 0.48 0.64
0.83 0.85 0.84 0.74 0.71 0.72
0.98 0.99 0.98 0.97 0.96 0.96
0.98 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.97 0.98
0.84 0.82 0.83 0.65 0.49 0.55
0.93 0.92 0.92 0.89 0.75 0.81
0.49 0.79 0.61 0.21 0.32 0.25
0.91 0.61 0.73 0.81 0.22 0.34
0.88 0.52 0.65 0.92 0.25 0.39
0.93 0.75 0.83 0.86 0.60 0.70

apart in the contextual vector representation space, so the model assigns a lower
similarity score and hence, incorrectly classifies it. Similarly, ‘packager’ is incorrectly placed in cluster of [‘dozer driver’, ‘dozer/crawler driver’, ‘packager’ ].
The possible reason could be the complete absence of side information for three
entities confuses KCNet with closer contextual vector representations. Despite
this, KCNet addresses the challenge of handling abbreviations, short forms, and
non-overlapping entities by learning vector representations of these entities in
the kernel space.

7

Conclusion

Our research focused upon canonicalizing real-world entities from the recruitment domain such as companies, designations, institutes, and skills by designing
a novel multi-tier framework Kernel-based Canonicalization Network (KCNet).
KCNet induces a non-linear mapping between the contextual vector representations while capturing fine-granular and high-dimensional relationships among
vectors. KCNet efficiently models more prosperous semantic and meta side information from external knowledge towards exploring kernel features for canonicalizing entities in the recruitment domain. Furthermore, we applied Hierarchical
Agglomerative Clustering (HAC) using the pairwise similarity matrix Msim to
create unique clusters of entities. Experiments revealed that the Kernel-based
neural network approach achieves significantly higher performance on both proprietary and open datasets. We demonstrate that our proposed methods are also
generalizable to domain-specific entities in similar scenarios.
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